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ABSTRACT
As applications converge to multimedia systems,
architectures must converge to support voice, data, and video
applications. From a processor architecture perspective,
support for signal processing (both audio and video), control
code, and Java execution will be required in a convergent
device. Traditionally, wireless communications systems have
been implemented in hardware. Convergent devices must be
able to roam seamlessly across multiple communications
systems. To avoid excessive hardware costs, a Software
Defined Radio (SDR) approach offers a programmable and
dynamically reconfigurable method of reusing hardware to
implement the physical layer processing. In this paper we
discuss a convergence platform that supports both
communications and multimedia applications processing. The
architecture efficiently executes Java, Digital Signal
Processing (DSP), and control code. Architectural features
that reduce power dissipation and enable real-time processing
are described. We present results of real-time
implementations of communications systems for 802.11b,
WCDMA, GSM/GPRS, etc. We also present multimedia
results for MP3, MPEG4, and H.264. All of the
communications and multimedia processing is executed
completely in software without specialized hardware support.
Our solution is programmed in C with supercomputer-class
compiler support for automatic vectorization, multithreading,
and DSP semantic analysis.

INTRODUCTION
From the end-user point of view, a modern communications
device has a color screen, a keyboard, an antenna, audio, and
video. All these features require high computing capability at
low power consumption. The performance requirements for
mobile wireless communication devices have expanded

dramatically from their inception as mobile telephones.
Consumers are demanding convergence devices with full
data and voice integration as well as a variety of
computationally intense features and applications such as
web browsing, MP3 audio, and MPEG4 video. Moreover,
consumers want these wireless subscriber services to be
accessible at all times anywhere in the world.
The technologies necessary to realize true broadband
wireless handsets and systems present unique design
challenges. Wireless handset manufacturers are challenged to
deliver products that offer expanded services and operate
transparently worldwide. Product designers are challenged to
create extremely power efficient yet high-performance,
broadband wireless devices. The design tradeoffs and
implementation options inherent in meeting these demands
highlight the extremely challenging requirements for next
generation convergence processors.
Power dissipation constraints are requiring new
techniques at every stage of design - architecture,
microarchitecture, software, algorithm design, logic design,
circuit design, and process design. With performance
requirements exploding as bandwidth demand increases,
power conscious design becomes more difficult. System-ona-chip (SOC) integration and low voltage process
technologies will contribute to lower power SOC integrated
circuits (ICs) but are insufficient as the only solution for
streaming broadband applications.
Convergence applications are fundamentally DSP
applications. A large number of standards exist or have been
proposed for the wireless and wired communication markets.
Such a diversity of standards necessitates a programmable
platform for their timely implementation. Traditional
communications systems have typically been implemented
using custom hardware solutions. Chip rate, symbol rate, and
bit rate co-processors are often coordinated by programmable
DSPs but the DSP processor does not typically participate in

computationally intensive tasks. Even with a single
communication system, the hardware development cycle is
onerous, often requiring multiple chip redesigns late into the
certification process. When multiple communications
systems requirements are considered, both silicon area and
design validation are major inhibitors to commercial success.
Therefore, a software-based platform capable of dynamically
reconfiguring communications systems enables elegant reuse
of silicon area and dramatically reduces time to market by
allowing multi-protocol support through software
modifications instead of time consuming hardware redesigns.
Such platforms have begun forming the basis for Software
Defined Radio (SDR).
The SDR Forum [1] defines five tiers of solutions:
• Tier-0 is a traditional radio implementation in
hardware.
• Tier-1, Software Controlled Radio (SCR),
implements the control features for multiple
hardware elements in software.
• Tier-2, Software Defined Radio (SDR), implements
modulation and baseband processing in software but
allows for multiple frequency fixed function RF
hardware.
• Tier-3, Ideal Software Radio (ISR), extends
programmability through the RF with analog
conversion at the antenna.
• Tier-4, Ultimate Software Radio (USR), provides
for fast (millisecond) transitions between
communications protocols in addition to digital
processing capability.
The advantages of a reconfigurable SDR solution versus
hardware solutions are significant. First, reconfigurable
solutions are more flexible allowing multiple communication
protocols to dynamically execute on the same transistors
thereby reducing hardware costs. Specific functions such as
filters, modulation schemes, encoders/decoders etc., can be
reconfigured adaptively at run time. Second, several
communication protocols can be efficiently stored in memory
and coexist or execute concurrently. This significantly
reduces the cost of the system for both the end user and the
service provider. Third, remotely reconfigurable protocols
provide simple and inexpensive software version control and
feature upgrades. This allows service providers to
differentiate products after the product is deployed. Fourth,
the development time of new and existing communications
protocols is significantly reduced providing an accelerated
time to market. Development cycles are not limited by long
and laborious hardware design cycles. With SDR, new
protocols are quickly added as soon as the software is
available for deployment. Fifth, SDR provides an attractive
method of dealing with new standards releases while assuring
backward compatibility with existing standards. Sixth, any
defects found in the field can be fixed by changing the
software, possibly even transparently to the user, without
requiring a hardware change or a chip respin.

In this paper we present a convergence platform that
supports both communications and multimedia applications
processing. The architecture efficiently executes Java, Digital
Signal Processing (DSP), and control code. Architectural
features that reduce power dissipation and enable real-time
processing are described. We present results of real-time
implementations of communications systems for 802.11b,
WCDMA, GSM/GPRS, etc. We also present multimedia
results for MP3, MPEG4, and H.264. All of the
communications and multimedia processing is executed
completely in software without specialized hardware support.
Our solution is programmed in C with supercomputer-class
compiler support for automatic vectorization, multithreading,
and DSP semantic analysis.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The architecture of a computer system is the minimal set of
properties that determine what programs will run and what
results they will produce [2]. It is the contract between the
programmer and the hardware. Every computer is an
interpreter of its machine language – that representation of
programs that resides in memory and is interpreted
(executed) directly by the (host) hardware.
The logical organization of a computer’s dataflow and
controls is called the implementation or microarchitecture.
The physical structure embodying the implementation is
called the realization. The architecture describes what
happens while the implementation describes how it is made
to happen. Programs of the same architecture should run
unchanged on different implementations. An architectural
function is transparent if its implementation does not
produce any architecturally visible side effects. An example
of a non-transparent function is the load delay slot made
visible due to pipeline effects. Generally, it is desirable to
have transparent implementations. Most DSP and VLIW
implementations are not transparent and therefore the
implementation affects the architecture [3][4][5][6].
Execution predictability in DSP systems often precludes
the use of many general-purpose design techniques (e.g.
speculation, branch prediction, data caches, etc.). Instead,
classical DSP architectures have developed a unique set of
performance enhancing techniques that are optimized for
their intended market. These techniques are characterized by
hardware that supports efficient filtering, such as the ability
to sustain three memory accesses per cycle (one instruction,
one coefficient, and one data access). Sophisticated
addressing modes such as bit-reversed and modulo
addressing may also be provided. Multiple address units
operate in parallel with the datapath to sustain the execution
of the inner kernel.
In classical DSP architectures, the execution pipelines
were visible to the programmer and necessarily shallow to
allow assembly language optimization. This programming
restriction encumbered implementations with tight timing

constraints for both arithmetic execution and memory access.
The key characteristic that separates modern DSP
architectures from classical DSP architectures is the focus on
compilability. Once the decision was made to focus the DSP
design on programmer productivity, other constraining
decisions could be relaxed. As a result, significantly longer
pipelines with multiple cycles to access memory and multiple
cycles to compute arithmetic operations could be utilized.
This has yielded higher clock frequencies and higher
performance DSPs.
In an attempt to exploit instruction level parallelism
inherent in DSP applications, modern DSPs tend to use
VLIW-like execution packets. This is partly driven by realtime requirements which require the worst-case execution
time to be minimized. This is in contrast with general
purpose CPUs which tend to minimize average execution
times. With long pipelines and multiple instruction issue, the
difficulties of attempting assembly language programming
become apparent. Controlling instruction dependencies
between upwards of 100 in-flight instructions is a non-trivial
task for a programmer. This is exactly the area where a
compiler excels.
A challenge of using VLIW processors includes large
program executables (code bloat) that results from
independently specifying every operation with a single
instruction. As an example, a VLIW processor with a 32-bit
basic instruction width requires 4 instructions, 128 bits, to
specify 4 operations. A vector encoding may compute many
more operations in as little as 21 bits (for example – multiply
two 4-element vectors, saturate, accumulate, and saturate).
Another challenge of VLIW implementations is that they
may require excessive write ports on register files. Because
each instruction may specify a unique destination address and
all the instructions are independent, a separate port must be
provided for targets of each instruction. This can result in
high power dissipation, which is unacceptable for handset
applications.
A challenge of visible pipeline machines (e.g. most
DSPs and VLIW processors) is interrupt response latency.
Visible memory pipeline effects in highly parallel inner loops
(e.g. a load instruction followed by another load instruction)
are not typically interruptible because the processor state
cannot be restored. This requires programmers to break apart
loops so that worst case timings and maximum system
latencies may be acceptable.
Signal processing applications often require a mix of
computational calculations and control processing. Control
processing is often amenable to RISC-style architectures and
is typically compiled directly from C code. Signal processing
computations are characterized by multiply-accumulate
intensive functions executed on fixed point vectors of
moderate length. Therefore, a DSP requires support for such
fixed point saturating computations. This has traditionally
been implemented as one or more multiply accumulate
(MAC) units.. In addition, as the saturating arithmetic is non-

associative, parallel execution of multiple data elements may
result in different results from serial execution. This creates a
challenge for high-level language implementations that
specify integer modulo arithmetic. Therefore, most DSPs
have been programmed using assembly language.
Multimedia adds additional requirements to the
convergence processors. Video, in particular, requires high
performance to allow the display of movies in real-time.
An additional trend for multimedia applications is Java
execution. This provides a user friendly interface to the end
users, support for productivity tools and games on the
convergence device
The historical background and problems associated with
previous approaches requires a new architecture to facilitate
efficient convergence applications processing. Sandbridge
Technologies has developed a new approach that minimizes
both hardware and software design challenges inherent in
real-time streaming convergence applications.

THE SANDBLASTER ARCHITECTURE
Sandbridge Technologies has designed a multithreaded
processor capable of executing DSP, embedded control, and
Java code in a single compound instruction set optimized for
handset radio applications [7][8]. The Sandbridge
Sandblaster® design overcomes the deficiencies of previous
approaches by providing substantial parallelism and
throughput for high-performance DSP applications, while
maintaining fast interrupt response, high-level language
programmability, and very low power dissipation.
Compound Instructions
The Sandblaster® architecture is a compound instruction set
architecture [7]. Historically, DSPs have used compound
instruction set architectures to conserve instruction space
encoding bits. In contrast, VLIW architectures contain full
orthogonality, but only encode a single operation per
instruction field, such that a single VLIW is composed of
multiple instruction fields. This has the disadvantage of
requiring many instruction bits to be fetched per cycle, as well
as significant write ports for register files. Both these effects
contribute heavily to power dissipation.
In the Sandblaster® architecture, specific fields within the
instruction format may issue multiple sub-operations including
data parallel vector operations. Restrictions may apply if a
particular operation is chosen. In contrast, a VLIW ISA may
allow complete orthogonality of specification and then either in
hardware or through no operation (NOP) instructions fills in
any unused issue slots.
Vector Operations
In addition to compound instructions, the Sandblaster®
architecture also contains vector operations that perform

multiple operations in parallel. As an example, Figure 1 shows
a single compound instruction with three compound
operations. The first compound operation, lvu, loads the vector
register, vr0, with four 16-bit elements and updates the address
pointer, r3, to point to the next four elements. The vmulreds
operation reads four fixed point (fractional) 16-bit elements
from vr0, multiplies each element by itself, saturates each
product, adds all four saturated products plus an accumulator
register, ac0, with saturation after each addition, and stores the
result back in ac0. The vector architecture guarantees Global
System for Mobile communication (GSM) semantics (e.g. bitexact results) even though the arithmetic performed is nonassociative [9][10].
All the code shown in Figure 1 is encoded in a single 64bit compound instruction. Each compound operation,
including each vector operation, is specified with 21 bits.
Like most DSP architectures, arbitrary operations are not
specifiable within the same instruction. The equivalent
computation may require more than 256 bits to encode on a
VLIW machine. Furthermore, since the pipeline in a VLIW
machine typically produces architecturally visible side effects
(i.e. it is not transparent), it may take a deeply software
pipelined loop to obtain single-cycle throughput, thereby
exploding the instruction storage requirements. To further
distinguish our approach from VLIW and exposed pipeline
architectures, each instruction is completely interlocked and
architecturally defined to complete with no visible pipeline
effects. This is critical for fast interrupt processing.

L0: lvu %vr0, %r3, 8
|| vmulreds %ac0,%vr0,%vr0,%ac0
|| loop %lc0,L0

Figure 1.

Compound Instruction for Sum of Squares
Inner Loop

Simple Instruction Formats
Simple and orthogonal instruction formats are used for all
instructions. The type of operation is encoded to allow simple
decoding and execution unit control. Multiple operation fields
are grouped within the same bit locations. All operand fields
within an operation are uniformly placed in the same bit
locations whether they are register-based or immediate values.
As in VLIW processors, this significantly simplifies the
decoding logic.
Low Power Idle Instructions
Architecturally, it is possible to turn off an entire processor. All
clocks may be disabled or the processor may idle with clocks
running. Each hardware thread unit may also be disabled to
reduce toggling.

Fully Interlocked
Unlike a VLIW processor, our architecture is fully interlocked
and transparent. In addition to the benefit of code
compatibility, this ensures that many admissible and
application-dependent implementations may be derived from
the same basic architecture.
Interrupts
As noted previously, a challenge of visible pipeline machines
(e.g. most DSPs and VLIW processors) is interrupt response
latency. Visible memory pipeline effects in highly parallel
inner loops (e.g. a load instruction followed by another load
instruction) are not typically interruptible because the
processor state cannot be restored. This requires
programmers to break apart loops so that worst case timings
and maximum system latencies are acceptable. This
convolutes the source code and may even require source code
changes between processor generations.
The Sandblaster® core allows any instruction from any
thread to be interrupted on any instruction boundary. This is
critical to real-time constraints imposed by physical layer
processing. The processor also provides special hardware
support for a specific thread unit to interrupt another thread
unit with very low latency. This low-latency cross-thread
interrupt capability enables fast response to time critical
events.
Java Execution
Future wireless systems will make significant use of Java. A
number of carriers are already providing Java-based services
and may require all 3G systems to support Java [11]. Java,
which is similar to C++, is designed for general-purpose
object-oriented programming [12]. An appeal for the usage of
such a language is its ``write once, run anywhere'' philosophy
[12]. This is accomplished by providing a Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) interpreter and runtime support for each
platform [13][14].
JVM translation designers have used both software and
hardware methods to execute Java bytecode. The advantage
of software execution is flexibility. The advantage of
hardware execution is performance. The Delft-Java
architecture, designed in 1996, introduced the concept of
dynamic translation of Java code into a multithreaded RISCbased machine with Vector SIMD DSP operations [15][16].
The important property of Java bytecode that facilitated this
translation is the statically determinable type state [12]. The
Sandbridge approach is a unique combination of both
hardware and software support for Java execution.

THE SANDBLASTER MICROARCHITECTURE
The
Sandblaster® microarchitecture or implementation
describes the methods in which the architecture is
implemented. It is the logical organization of the processors
datapath. Our microarchitecture is transparent in the sense
that no instruction sequence has side effects. This allows
multiple object code compatible implementations to be
realized.

communications patterns. Compared to SMT, T3 has much less
hardware complexity and power dissipation, since the method
for selecting threads is simplified, only a single compound
instruction issues each clock cycle, and most dependency
checking and bypass hardware is not needed.
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Figure 4.

Cache Memory Design

Multithreading
Decoupled Logic and Memory
®

Figure 2 shows the microarchitecture of the Sandblaster
processor. In a multithreaded processor, all threads of
execution operate simultaneously. An important point is that
multiple copies (e.g. banks and/or modules) of memory are
available for each thread to access. The Sandblaster®
architecture supports multiple concurrent program execution by
the use of hardware thread units (called contexts). The
architecture supports up to eight concurrent hardware contexts.
The architecture also supports multiple operations being issued
from each context. The Sandblaster® processor uses a unique
form of multithreading called Token Triggered Threading (T3),
which consumes much less power than simultaneous
multithreading (SMT).
T0

T3

Figure 3.
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Token Triggered Multithreading,
Even/Odd Sequence

As shown in Figure 3, T3 is a unique form of multithreading
where each hardware context is allowed to simultaneously
execute an instruction, but only one context may issue an
instruction on a cycle boundary. This constraint is also
imposed on round robin threading. What distinguishes T3
threading is that each clock cycle a token indicates the
subsequent context that is to execute. Tokens may be
sequential (e.g. round-robin), even/odd, or based on other

As technology improves, processors are capable of executing at
very fast cycle times. Current state-of-the-art performance for
130nm technologies can produce processors faster than 3GHz.
Unfortunately, current high-performance processors consume
significant power. If power-performance curves are considered
for both memory and logic within a technology, there is a
region in which you get approximately linear increase in power
for linear increase in performance. Above a specific threshold,
there is an exponential increase in power for a linear increase in
performance. Even more significant, memory and logic do not
have the same threshold.
For 130nm technology, the logic power-performance
curve may be in the linear range until approximately 600MHz.
Unfortunately, memory power-performance curves are at best
linear to about 300MHz. This presents a dilemma as to whether
to optimize for performance or power. Fortunately,
multithreading alleviates the power-performance trade-off. The
Sandblaster® implementation of multithreading allows the
processor cycle time to be decoupled from the memory access
time. This allows both logic and memory to operate in the
linear region, thereby significantly reducing power dissipation.
The decoupled execution does not induce pipeline stalls due to
the unique pipeline design.
Caches
An Instruction Cache Unit (ICU), shown in Figure 4, stores
instructions to be fetched for each thread unit. We use

associative caches to reduce the likelihood of one thread
evicting another thread’s active program. In our
implementation a Thread Identifier register (not shown) is used
to select whether the line from the left or right bank is evicted.
This effectively reduces the complexity of the line selection. In
a 4-way set associative cache, only one additional LRU bit is
needed to select which of the two lines from the left or right
bank should be evicted. This approach gives a complexity of
n(n-2)/8 LRU bits for a general n-way set-associative cache.
This method of using thread information and banked memory
access significantly reduces the complexity of the cache logic.

This completely removes the power consuming interlock
checks associated with most interlocked architectures.

THE SANDBLASTER LOGIC DESIGN
In this section we focus on implementation details
implemented that reduce power dissipation. A number of the
techniques are well known in the industry. The combination
of our architecture and microarchitecture allows us to take
advantage of these design practices.
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Pipeline
The pipeline for one particular implementation of the
Sandblaster® DSP is shown in Figure 5. The execution
pipelines are different for various functions. The Load/Store
(Ld/St) pipeline is shown to have 9 stages. It is assumed that
the instruction is already in the cache. The first stage decodes
the instruction. This is followed by a read from the General
Purpose Register file (GPRF). The next stage generates the
address to perform the Load or Store. Five cycles are used to
access data memory. Finally, the result for a Load instruction is
written back (WB) to the referenced register file location. Once
an instruction from a particular context enters the pipeline, it
runs to completion. It is also guaranteed to write back its result
before the next instruction issuing from the same thread tries to
use the result.
Similarly, there are multiple (variable) stages for other
execution pipelines. The integer unit has three execute stages
for multiplication (I_MUL) and two execute stages for addition
(ALU). The Vector unit has four execute stages - two for
multiplication and two for addition.
Interlock Checking Hardware
Most interlocked architectures require significant interlock
checking hardware and bypass logic for both correctness and
performance reasons. Multithreading mitigates this effect. With
the carefully designed pipeline shown in Figure 8, there is only
one interlock that must actually be checked for in hardware – a
long memory load or store. All other operations are guaranteed
to complete prior to the same thread issuing a new instruction.

Having multithreading to cover the latency associated with
long pipeline implementations allows the use of single writeport register files even though more than one write may occur
within an instruction cycle. An important point is that the Write
Back stages are staggered. This allows a single write port to be
implemented but provides the same functionality as multiple
write ports.
An example is loading the integer register file while
performing an integer multiply. From the processor pipeline
shown in Figure 5, it is apparent that the reads and writes from
the register file are staggered in time. In addition, separate
architected register spaces for Vector, Integer, and Accumulate
operations help to reduce the number of ports. A VLIW
implementation of the instruction shown in Figure 1 may take
up to 10 read ports and 5 write ports for sustained single cycle
throughput. Comparatively, our solution requires at most two
read ports and one write port per register file.
Banked Register Files
Token triggered threading, which follows a permutation of
even and odd thread issue policies, and the pipeline
implementation shown in Figure 5 enable the use of banked
register files. With this strategy, an even thread may accesses
one register file bank, while an odd thread accesses the
alternate register file bank. This effectively doubles the
bandwidth of the register file, without increasing the number of
ports.
Single Ported Memories
The same characteristics that allow banked register file
operation also enable the use of single ported level-1 (L1)
memories that may be banked and run at half the processor
clock frequency. Since decoupled memories are highly
desirable to reduce power, this provides significant overall
savings.
Minimal Control Signals
A combination of architectural and microarchitectural
techniques allows the processor to be implemented with very

few control signals. Since control signals often propagate to
many units they become not only a source of bugs, but also
may dissipate significant power.

stages. Our unique form of multithreading helps mask long
pipeline latencies, so that high-performance is achieved.
Minimum Dimension Transistors

Clock Gating
Because the architecture is modular and the pipeline is deep,
there is time to compute which functional units will be active
for a particular thread. If a functional unit is not active in a
given cycle, the clocks to that unit may be disabled. As an
example, if there are no vector operations on a given cycle, the
vector unit is disabled. Even within a unit it is possible to
disable the clocks. For example, when performing a vector
addition, the multipliers in the vector processing unit are
disabled.

THE SANDBLASTER CIRCUIT DESIGN
The average power consumption in a CMOS circuit can be
modeled as

Pavg = α C Vdd2 f + Vdd I mean + Vdd I leak (1)

where α is the average gate switching activity, C is the total
capacitance seen by the gates’ outputs, Vdd is the supply
voltage, f is the circuit’s operating frequency, Imean, is the
average current drawn during input transition, and Ileak, is the
average leakage current. The first term, α C Vdd 2 f, which
represents the dynamic switching power consumed by
charging and discharging the capacitive load on the gates’
outputs, often dominates power consumption in high-speed
microprocessors [17]. The second term, Vdd Imean, which
represents the dynamic power due to short-circuit current
flowing when both the PMOS and NMOS transistors conduct
during input signal transitions, typically contributes 10% to
20% of the overall dynamic power [18]. The third term, Vdd
Ileak, represents the power consumed due to leakage current
and occurs even in devices that are not switching.
Consequently, for systems that are frequently in standby
mode, the leakage power may be a dominate factor in
determining the overall battery life. Since the leakage power
increases exponentially with a linear decrease in device
threshold voltage, leakage power is also a concern in systems
that use power supply voltage scaling to reduce power.
Low Voltage Operation
Since the dynamic switching power α C Vdd 2 f, is
proportional to the supply voltage squared, an effective
technique for reducing power consumption is to use a lower
supply voltage. Unfortunately, however, decreasing the
supply voltage also decreases the maximum operating
frequency. To achieve high-performance with a low supply
voltage, our arithmetic circuits are heavily pipelined. For
example, our multiply-accumulate unit uses four pipeline

Minimum dimension transistors help to further reduce power
consumption, since they reduce circuit capacitance [19].
Throughout the processor, we use minimum dimension
transistors, unless other considerations preclude their use. For
example, transistors that are on critical delay paths often need
to have larger dimensions to reduce delay [20]. Larger
dimension transistors are also used to drive nodes with high
fan-out and to balance circuit delays.
Delay Balancing
Gates with unbalanced input delays can experience glitches,
which increase dynamic switching power and dynamic short
circuit power [21]. To reduce glitches, we balance gate input
delays in our circuits through a combination of gate-level
delay balancing techniques (i.e., designing the circuits so that
inputs to a particular gate go through roughly the same
number of logic levels) and judicious transistor sizing.
Glitches are further reduced by having a relatively small
number of logic levels between pipeline registers.
Logic Combining and Input Ordering
Dynamic and static power consumption is also reduced by
utilizing a variety of specially designed complex logic cells.
Our circuits include efficient complex logic cells, such as 3input AndOrInvert (AOI), 3-input OrAndInvert (OAI), half
adder, and full adder cells. Providing a wide variety of
complex gates with different drive strengths, functionality,
and optionally inverted inputs gives circuit designers and
synthesis tools greater flexibility to optimize for power
consumption. Keeping nodes with a high probability of
switching inside of complex gates and reordering the inputs
to complex gates can help further reduce power. In general,
inputs that are likely to be off are placed closer to gate output
nodes, while inputs that are likely to be on are placed closer
to the supply voltage [22].
Low-Power Carry-Skip Adder Example
As an example of our low power circuit design techniques, we
present the design and implementation of a low-power, highperformance 32-bit carry skip adder. As demonstrated in [23],
carry skip adders dissipate less power than carry lookahead,
conditional sum, carry select, and parallel prefix adders due to
their low transistor counts and short wire lengths. Since carry
skip adders have O(n) area and O(n1/2) delay, where n is the
operand size in bits, they provide a nice tradeoff in terms of
area and delay, along with simple and regular layout [24].

Figure 6 shows a block diagram of our 32-bit carry skip
adder. In this design, four carry skip adder blocks are cascaded
together to form a single 32-bit adder. The CS4F block
represents a 4-bit carry skip adder, the CS6 block represents a
6-bit carry skip adder, etc. The left-most arrow on each block
represents the carry out of the current block. It is connected to
the carry in of the subsequent carry skip block. Inverting carry
logic is used throughout the design to reduce delay and power
consumption. To achieve balanced delays and reduce glitches,
input bits are grouped unevenly in the carry chain and the
dimensions of transistors along the critical delay path are sized
appropriately. For the least significant bits, fast carry
generation is more important than sum generation, since the
sum bits are not on the critical delay path. To match the
propagation delay of each carry in the carry chain, block P and
G logic combines a small numbers of input bits, which means
that block sizes are small. A structure similar to a ripple carry
adder is used for the least significant bits because the ripple
carry adder has good performance and power consumption
when there are only a few adder input bits. The logic depth,
however, accumulates to make larger block sizes advantageous
at the more significant end, except for the last block, CS4L,
where fast generation of the sum bits is also required.
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signals are combined with C1 using a 3-input OAI cell to
produce C2 after one more complex gate delay. By matching
the path lengths on all the inputs of the OAI gate, glitches do
not occur on its output. This assumes the NAND, NOR and
OAI gates have the same delays, which is done by properly
sizing the transistors of the logic gates.
The next block is a 2-bit adder with inputs A3:2 and B3:2, and
carry in signal C2. To match the two units of propagation delay
on C2, two generate and propagate signals are combined to
form G3:2 and P3:2. Since all the inputs are non-inverted, an AOI
cell is used to generate the inverted carry, C 4 . As shown in
Figure 7, C 4 is available after three complex gate delays and
the inputs used to compute C 4 are balanced.
Similar delay balancing, logic optimization, and transistor
sizing techniques are used in the remaining three carry skip
adder blocks; CS6, CS18, and CS4L. The CS6 block internally
uses two 3-bit carry skip adders and the CS18 block uses six 3bit carry-skip adders to balance delays along the carry chain.
Although each adder block internally uses carry-skip logic, the
carry out of each block uses highly optimized carry-lookahead
logic to further decrease delay. In the CS4L block, a
combination of carry lookahead, carry skip, and carry select
logic is used to quickly produce the sum bits. With these
techniques, the 32-bit carry-skip adder produces its output in
just seven complex gate delays. Compared to other high-speed
adder implementations, our adder decreases power
consumption by reducing the number of logic levels and
glitches, while using minimum dimension transistors off the
critical delay paths.
Further details on our adder design are presented in [25].
Using these techniques we achieved a 2GHz 32-bit adder at
about 0.3mW in 90nm technology .

S1

OAI
C2 (2)

B0

implemented using a standard full adder (FA). Since the sum
generation is not on the critical path here, minimal size devices
are used to reduce power consumption. This FA takes one
complex gate delay to generate the inverted carry out, C1 . In
the second FA, P and G logic operates in parallel with the carry
generation in the first FA to compute inverted generate and
propagate signals, G1 and P1 , after one logic level. These

Block Diagram of CS4F block

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the first 4-bit carry skip
adder (CS4F). The delays for signals that affect the critical path
delay are shown in parenthesis next to the signal’s name. For
example, P3:2 (2) indicates that the block propagate signal, P3:2,
is available after two complex gate delays. The LSB addition is

PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
Programmer productivity is also a major concern in
streaming multimedia DSP and SDR convergence
applications. Because most classical DSPs are programmed
in assembly language, it takes a very large software effort to
program an application. As an example, modern speech
coders it may take up to nine months or more before the
application performance is known if they are coded in
assembly language. Then, an intensive period of design
verification ensues. If efficient compilers for DSPs were

available, significant advantages in software productivity
could be achieved.
A DSP compiler should be designed jointly with the
architecture based on the intended application domain.
Trade-offs are made between the architecture and compiler
subject to the application performance, power, and price
constraints.
However, there are a number of issues that must be
addressed in designing a DSP compiler. First, there is a
fundamental mismatch between DSP datatypes and C
language constructs. A basic data-type in DSPs is a saturating
fractional fixed-point representation. C language constructs,
however, define integer modulo arithmetic. This forces the
programmer to explicitly program saturation operations.
Saturation arithmetic is analogous to a stereo dial. As you
increase the volume it always gets louder until it reaches the
limit of the system precision. When this limit is reached the
value still remains at the maximum value. If the volume
control worked like C language modulo arithmetic the
volume would immediately return to “0” after overflowing
the precision limit and no sound would be heard. A DSP
compiler must deconstruct and analyze the C code for the
semantics of the operations represented and generate the
underlying fixed point operations.
A second problem for compilers is that previous DSP
architectures were not designed with compilability as a goal.
To maintain minimal code size, multiple operations were
issued from the same compound instruction. Unfortunately,
to reduce instruction storage, a common encoding was 16bits for all instructions. Often, three operations could be
issued from the same 16-bit instruction. While this is good
for code density, orthogonality1 suffered. Classical DSPs
imposed many restrictions on the combinations of operations
and the dense encoding implied many special purpose
registers. This resulted in severe restrictions for the compiler
and poor code generation.
Early attempts to remove these restrictions used VLIW
instruction set architectures with nearly full orthogonality. To
issue four multiply accumulates minimally requires four
instructions (with additional load instructions to sustain
throughput). This generality was required to give the
compiler technology an opportunity to catch up with
assembly language programmers.
Because DSP C compilers have difficulty generating
efficient code, language extensions have been introduced to
high level languages [27]. Typical additions may include
special type support for 16-bit datatypes (Q15 formats),
saturation types, multiple memory spaces, and SIMD parallel
execution support. These additions often imply a special
compiler and the code generated may not be emulated easily
on multiple platforms. As a result, special language
constructs have not been successful.
1

Orthogonality is a property of instruction set architectures that allows any
operation to be specified with any combination of other operations.

In addition to language extensions, other high-level
languages have been used. BOPS produced a Matlab
compiler which offers exciting possibilities since Matlab is
widely used in DSP algorithm design. Difficulties with this
approach include Matlab’s inherent 64-bit floating point type
not being supported on most DSPs. On DSPs which do
support 32-bit floating point, precision analysis is still
required.
For algorithm design, tensor algebra has been used [28][29].
Attempts have been made to automate this into a compilation
system [30]. The problem of this approach is that highly
skilled algorithm designers are still required to describe the
initial algorithm in tensor algebra. However, this approach
holds promise because the communications and parallelism
of the algorithm are captured by the tensor algebra
description.
Libraries
Due to the programming burden of traditional DSPs, large
libraries are typically built up over time. Often more than
1000 functions are provided, including FIR filters, FFTs,
convolutions, DCTs, and other computationally intensive
kernels. The software burden to generate libraries is high but
they can be reused for many applications. With this approach,
control code can be programmed in C and the
computationally intensive signal processing functions are
called through these libraries.
Intrinsic Functions
Often, when programming in a high-level language such as
C, a programmer would like to take advantage of a specific
instruction available in an architecture but there is no
mechanism for describing that instruction in C. For this case
intrinsics were developed. In their rudimentary form, an
intrinsic is an asm statement such as found in GCC.
An intrinsic function has the appearance of a function
call in C source code, but is replaced during pre-processing
by a programmer-specified sequence of lower-level
instructions. The replacement specification is called the
intrinsic substitution or simply the intrinsic. An intrinsic
function is defined if an intrinsic substitution specifies its
replacement. The lower-level instructions resulting from the
substitution are called intrinsic instructions [31].
Intrinsics are used to collapse what may be more than ten
lines of C code into a single DSP instruction. A typical math
operation from the ETSI GSM EFR speech coder, L_ADD, is
given as:
/* GSM ETSI Saturating Add */
Word32 L_add( Word32 a, Word32 b ) {
Word32 c;
c = a + b;
if ((( a^b ) & MIN_32 ) == 0 {

if (( c^a) & MIN_32 ) {
c = (a < 0) ? MIN_32 : MAX_32
}
}
return( c );
}
Early intrinsic efforts, like inlined asm statements, inhibited
DSP compilers from optimizing code sequences [32]. A DSP
C compiler could not distinguish the semantics and side
effects of the assembly language constructs and this resulted
in compiler scheduling hazards. Other solutions which
attempted to convey side-effect free instructions have been
proposed. These solutions all introduced architectural
dependent modifications to the original C source.
Intrinsics which eliminated these barriers have been
explored [31]. The main technique is to represent the
operation in the intermediate representation of the compiler.
With the semantics of each intrinsic well known to the
intermediate format, optimizations with the intrinsic
functions were easily enabled yielding speedups of more than
6x.
The main detractor of intrinsics is that it moves the
assembly language programming burden to the compiler
writers. More importantly, each new application may still
need a new intrinsic library. This further constrains limited
software resources.

High-level DSP Compilation
The above discussion focused on source-level semantic
mismatches between C code and DSP operations. The
solutions in the industry are not ideal. However, even after
providing compiler solutions for the semantic gap, there is
still the difficult challenge of implementing supercomputerclass optimizations in the compiler.
In addition to classic compiler optimizations [33], there
are some advanced optimizations which have proven
significant for DSP applications. Software pipelining [34] in
combination with aggressive inlining has proven effective in
extracting the parallelism inherent in DSP applications.
Interestingly, some DSP applications are not data dependent.
In these cases, profile directed optimizations are very
effective at improving performance [35]. These techniques,
when used with VLIW scheduling [36], have proven
effective in DSP compilation. However, they still can be
more than two times less efficient than assembly language
programmers.
Interestingly, some DSP applications (speech coding for
example) do not exhibit significant data dependence. A
program that is data dependent will give significantly
different execution times and execution paths through the
program depending upon what data input the program
receives. When programs are not heavily influenced by the

dataset choice, profile directed optimizations may be
effective at improving performance [37]. In profile driven
optimization the program is executed based on a set of data
inputs. The results of the program and the execution path
through the program are then fed back into the compiler. The
compiler uses this information to group highly traversed
paths into larger blocks of code which can then be optimized
and parallelized. These techniques, when used with VLIW
scheduling have proven effective in DSP compilation.
Another challenge DSP compiler writers face is
parallelism extraction. Early VLIW machines alleviated the
burden from the compiler by allowing full orthogonality of
instruction selection. Unfortunately this led to code-bloat.
General purpose machines have recognized the importance of
DSP operations and have provided specialized SIMD
instruction set extensions (e.g. MMX/SSE, Altivec, VIS).
Unfortunately, compiler technology has not been effective in
exploiting these instruction set extensions, and library
functions are often the only efficient way to invoke them.
Exploiting data parallelism is an important factor in
optimizing for DSP applications. While both a VLIW and
Vector datapath can exploit such parallelism, extracting it
from C code can be a difficult challenge. Most VLIW
scheduling techniques focus on exploiting instruction level
parallelism from code sequences. However, they do not
exploit data parallelism. To do this, vectorizing compilers are
needed. For a compiler to be able to vectorize loops coded in
C it may have to significantly reorder the loops either
splitting or jamming them together, depending on the nesting
depth.. These techniques are typically only found in
supercomputer compilers but they significantly assist in
uncovering data parallelism from arbitrary C code.

THE SANDBRIDGE SUPERCOMPUTER
COMPILER TECHNOLOGY
The Sandbridge tools implement all of the expected standard
optimizations but also extend the optimizations into areas that
were previously only explored by supercomputing designers.
Since applications are growing at more than a compounded
44% per year in terms of the number of lines of C code
required, it is no longer feasible to consider building new
systems from libraries or assembly coding techniques. The
Sandbridge programming paradigm represents the first true
standard high-level language compilable platform [38]. All
results shown in this paper are from standard ANSI-C or Java
programs without any specialized intrinsics or hardware
support.
DSP Semantic Analysis
A unique aspect of the modern compiler is that DSP
operations are automatically generated using a technique
called semantic analysis. In semantic analysis, a sophisticated
compiler must search for the meaning of a sequence of C

Vectorization
Our architecture uses a SIMD datapath to implement
Vector operations. The compiler vectorizes C code to exploit
the data level parallelism inherent in signal processing
applications and then generates the appropriate vector
instructions. The compiler also handles the difficult problem
of outer loop vectorization
A final difficult consideration is vectorizing saturating
arithmetic. Because saturating arithmetic is non-associative,
the order in which the computations are computed is
significant. Because the compiler was designed in
conjunction with the processor, special hardware support
allows the compiler to safely vectorize non-associative loops.
Figure 8 shows the results of various compilers on outof-the-box ETSI C code[9]. The y-axis shows the number of
MHz required to compute frames of speech in real-time. The
AMR code is completely unmodified and no special include
files are used. Without using any compiler techniques such as
intrinsics or special typedefs, the compiler is able to achieve
real-time operation on the baseband core at hand-coded
assembly language performance levels. Note that it is
completely compiled from high-level language. Since other
solutions are not able to automatically generate DSP
operations, intrinsic libraries must be used. With intrinsic
libraries the results for most DSPs are near ours but they only
apply to the ETSI algorithms whereas the described compiler
can be applied to arbitrary C code.

AMR Encoder
700
600
500

M hz

language constructs. A programmer writes C code in an
architecture independent manner - such as for a micro
controller - focusing primarily on the function to be
implemented. If DSP operations are required, the
programmer implements them using standard modulo C
arithmetic. The compiler analyzes the C code, automatically
extracts the DSP operations and generates optimized DSP
code without the excess operations required to specify DSP
arithmetic in C code. This technique has a significant
software productivity gain over intrinsic functions and does
not force the compiler writers to become DSP assembly
language programmers. The Sandbridge compiler fully
supports semantic analysis and automatically generates DSP
instructions from a modulo-C coded program [39].
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Out-of-the-box AMR ETSI Encoder C code
resultsi

Automatic Multithreading
Automatic multithreading removes the onus of
multithreading critical loops from the end user. The compiler
automatically multithreads deeply nested loops, by doing
dependence analysis and spreading the computation across
multiple threads. The threading can be fine tuned by
providing user input on the criticality of the loop nest during
program execution for better resource management.
Ultra-fast Software Simulation
Efficient compilation is just one aspect of software
productivity. Prior to having hardware, algorithm designers
should have access to fast simulation technology. Figure 9
shows the post-compilation simulation performance of the
same AMR encoder as Figure 8 for a number of DSP
processors2. All programs were executed on the same 1GHz
laptop Pentium computer. The Sandbridge tools are capable
of simulating 25.6 Million instructions per second. This is
more than two orders of magnitude faster than the nearest
competitor and allows real-time execution of GSM speech
coding on a Pentium simulation model. To further elaborate,
while some DSPs can not even execute the out-of-the-box
code in real-time on their native processor, Sandbridge
achieves multiple real-time channels on a simulation model
of processor. We achieved this by using our own compilation
technology to accelerate the simulation.

2
i.e. the Sandbridge simulation performance would be expected to be lower
since the code is more highly optimized. Unoptimized code on our platform
may simulate at up to 100 million instructions per second on a 1GHz Pentium
laptop.
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RTOS and IDE
The Sandbridge Technologies Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) provides an easy to use graphical user
interface to all the software tools. The IDE is based on the
Open source Netbeans integrated development environment
[40]. The IDE is the graphical front end to the C compiler,
assembler, simulator and the debugger. The IDE provides the
ability to create, edit, build, execute and debug an
application. In addition, it provides the ability to mount a file.
system access CVS, access the web and communicate with
the Sandblaster® hardware board.
The programming interface for the multithreaded
processor is generic ANSI C code. In keeping with an easyto-use programming philosophy, access to multithreading is
provided through the open standards of either Java threads or
POSIX pthreads. Since nearly all general purpose platforms
support these standards it is simple to port programs to the
Sandbridge platform. An API is also supported to allow
access to the underlying thread scheduler and for fast porting
of 3rd party RTOS’s.

Figure 10.

IDE

Figure 11.

Tool Chain Generation

Tool chain generation
Figure 11 shows the Sandblaster® tool chain generation. The
platform is programmed in a high-level language such as C,
C++, or Java. The program is then translated using an
internally developed supercomputer class vectorizing,
parallelizing compiler. The tools are driven by a
parameterized resource model of the architecture that may be
programmatically generated for a variety of implementations
and organizations. The source input to the tools, called the
Sandbridge architecture Description Language (SaDL), is a
collection of python source files that guide the generation and
optimization of the input program and simulator. The
compiler is retargetable in the sense that it is able to handle
multiple possible implementations specified in SaDL and
produce an object file for each implementation. The platform
also supports many standard libraries (e.g. libc, math, etc.)
that may be referenced by the C program. The compiler
generates an object file optimized for the Sandblaster®
architecture.
The tools are then capable of producing dynamic and
static simulators. A binary translator/compiler is invoked on
the host simulation platform. The inputs to the translator are
the object file produced by the Sandblaster® compiler and the
SaDL description of the processor. From these inputs, it is
possible to produce a statically compiled simulation file. If
the host computer is an x86 platform, the translator may
directly produce x86 optimized code. If the host computer is
a non-x86 platform, the binary translator produces a C file
that may subsequently be processed using a native compiler
(e.g. gcc).
For the dynamically compiled simulator, the object file is
translated into x86 assembly code during the start of the
simulation. In single-threaded execution, the entire program

shr = opcode("shr", opcode = 0xa4, format = (Rt, Ra, Rb),
resources = binop_resources(),
jx86_exec = jx86_shu_body("shrl") + jx86_intop_wback(),
doc_full = "Shift Right",
doc_stmt = [
EOp( EGP("rt"), "<-", EOp(EGP("ra"), ">>", EGP("rb")) )
],
doc_long = "The target integer register, rt, is set to the value of the
input register ra right shifted by the value of rb; 0s are shifted in
to the high bits."
)

Figure 12.

Example SaDL Python Descriptions

is translated and executed, removing the requirement for
fetch-decode-read operations for all instructions.
Dynamically compiled single threaded simulation
translation is done at the beginning of the execution phase.
Regions of target executable code are created. For each
compound instruction in the region, equivalent host
executable code is generated. Within each instruction,
sophisticated analysis and optimizations are performed to
reorder the host instructions to satisfy constraints. When
changes of control are present, the code is modified to the
proper address. The resulting translated code is then
executed.
SaDL Description
The SaDL description is based on the philosophy of
abstracting out the Sandblaster® architecture and
implementation specific details into a single database. The
information stored in the architectural description file can be
used by various parts of the tool chain. The goal is to keep a
single copy of the information and replicate it automatically
as and when needed.
The key part of the architectural description language is
a set of Python files which abstract the common information.
These files keep information about each opcode on the
Sandblaster® processor. The description of an opcode
contains a number of attributes – for instance the opcode
name, the opcode number, the format, and the input registers.
In addition, it contains the appropriate host code to be
generated for the particular opcode. These description files
are then processed by a generator to automatically produce
the C code and documentation. The produced C code is used
by our just-in-time simulator and other tools.
Figure 12 shows a partial example of an opcode entry in
our architecture description language. It contains the opcode
name, number, format and the input resources. It also has
calls to the functions (jx86_exec statement) that are called to
implement the operation on the host platform. In addition, it
contains both the mathematical description (doc_stmt) and
the English description (doc_long) to document the opcode
Dynamically Compiled Multithreaded Simulation
Our technique also supports dynamically compiled
multithreaded simulation which is more complex than the

single-thread case because multiple program counters must
also be accounted for. Rather than translating the entire
object file as one monolithic block of code with embedded
instruction transitions, and then executing it, in the
multithreaded case we begin by translating each compound
instruction on an instruction-by-instruction basis. A separate
piece of code manages the multiple pc’s, selects the thread to
execute, and performs calls to the translated instruction(s) to
perform the actual operation. The fetch cycle for each thread
must be taken into account based on the scheduling policy
defined in the SaDL implementation parameters. Note that
the thread scheduling policy need not be considered for
logical correctness; however, it facilitates program
debugging. Although fetching with multiple program
counters has an effect on simulation performance, compiled
dynamic multithreaded simulation is still significantly faster
than interpreted simulation.
When the simulator encounters a particular opcode
during simulation, it calls the appropriate C function
(generated from the processed architectural description files)
for that opcode, makes a syntactic and semantic check and
generates the host code to be executed on the host processor.
By using this approach, all the modifications to the
architecture description are limited to a small set of files. This
minimizes errors and maximizes productivity.

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM DESIGN
Previous communications systems have been developed
in hardware due to high computational processing
requirements. DSPs in these systems have been limited to
speech coding and orchestrating the custom hardware blocks.
In high-performance 3G systems there may be over 2 million
logic gates required to implement physical layer processing.
A complex 3G system may also take many months to
implement. After logic design is complete, any errors in the
design may cause up to a 9 month delay in correcting and
refabricating the device. This labor intensive process is
counter productive to fast handset development cycles. An
SDR design takes a completely new approach to
communications system design.
Rather than designing custom blocks for every function
in the transmission system, an SDR implements a processor
capable of executing operations appropriate to broadband
communications. A small and power efficient core is then
highly optimized and replicated to provide a platform for
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WCDMA Processing Blocks

broadband communications. This approach scales well with
semiconductor generations and allows flexibility in
configuring the system for future specifications and any field
modifications that may be necessary.
WCDMA Design
Figure 13 shows the major blocks for both a transmitter and
receiver for the UMTS WCDMA FDD-mode communication
system. We choose to focus on WCDMA because it is
computationally intensive with tight constraints on latency.
For the receiver, the incoming I and Q signals are filtered
using a Finite Input Response (FIR) representation of a Root
Raised Cosine filter. This filter is a matched filter in that both
the transmitter and receiver use the same filter. The filter is
ideally implemented on a DSP. As bit-widths continue to
widen, often consuming 10 to 14 bits in GSM and advanced
communications systems, DSPs with appropriate datatypes
may offer more efficient processing than custom silicon.
After synchronization and multi path search, the strongest
paths are descrambled, de-spread, equalized, and finally
combined in the Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC) block.
The output of the MRC block is a soft representation of the
transmitted symbols. The soft bits are then de-multiplexed,
de-interleaved, and channel decoded. On the receiver side
there is also the measurement block responsible for
measuring and reporting to the base station the
communication channel characteristics as well as the received
power at the terminal antenna. The power and
communication channel characteristic measurements are
necessary to keep the cell continuously functioning at
maximum capacity.
Turbo decoding is required to reduce the error rate in
the receiver. Due to heavy performance requirements, most
systems implement this function in hardware. A high
throughput WCDMA turbo decoder may require more than 5
billion operations per second. Implementing this function

without special purpose accelerators requires high parallelism
and innovative algorithms.
Also shown in Figure 13 is the transmitter. In terms of
computational requirements, it is significantly less
complicated than the receive chain processing. Additionally,
each step of the processing chain is described by the
WCDMA standard. After the Cyclic Redundant Check
(CRC) and transport block segmentation, the data is turbo or
convolutional encoded, interleaved, assembled into radio
frames, and then rate matched. The transport channels are
parsed into physical channels, interleaved again, and mapped
into transmit channels, spread, scrambled, and shaped before
being sent to the DAC.
An important part of the WCDMA radio is generation of
the RF front-end controls. This includes Automatic
Frequency Control (AFC), Automatic Gain Control (AGC),
and controls for the frequency synthesizers. These controls
have tight timing requirements. Software implementations
must have multiple concurrent accesses to frame data
structures to reduce timing latencies. A multithreaded
processor is an important component in parallelizing tasks
and therefore reducing latency.

RESULTS
Sandbridge Technologies has developed complete SDR
product, including baseband processor as well as C code for
the UMTS WCDMA FDD mode physical layer as well as
numerous other standards. Using an internally developed
compiler, real-time performance on a 768kbps transmit chain
and a 2Mbps receive chain has been achieved, which
includes all the blocks shown in Figure 13. The entire
transmit chain including bit, symbol, and chip rate processing
requires less than 400MHz of processor capacity to sustain a
768 kbps transmit capability. The complete communications
system including uplink and downlink transmission is shown
in Figure 14.
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Figure 14 shows the results of a number of additional
communications systems as a percentage of a 600MHz
SB3010 platform. Particularly, 802.11b, GPS, GPRS,
AM/FM radio, and Bluetooth are also shown. A notable point
is that all these communications systems are written in
generic C code with no hardware acceleration required .It is
also notable that performance, accuracy, and concurrency can
be dynamically adjusted based on the mix of tasks desired.
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Multimedia Performance as a Percentage
of SB3010 Utilization (600MHz processor)
Figure 15 shows the performance of multimedia
algorithms as a percentage of SB3010 processor utilization
for various image sizes and bit rates. Convergence devices
should dynamically adapt to multiple coding schemes for
both communications and multimedia standards. The SB3010
platform provides precisely this dynamic adaptation.

Figure 16.

SDR SB3010 Baseband Processor

SB3010 PRODUCT
Figure 16 shows the SB3010TM baseband chip. It contains
multiple Sandblaster® cores and an ARM microcontroller that
functions as an applications processor. The performance of
the chip is more than sufficient to sustain a 2Mbps WCDMA
3G transmission in real time. It also supports executing the
digital basebands for GPRS, 802.11b, Bluetooth, and GPS.
The chip contains a number of internal digital peripheral
interfaces for moving data in and out of the chip such as
AD/DA for Tx and Rx data, TDM ports, and an AMBA bus.
High speed Universal Serial Bus (USB) provided easy
connectivity to external systems. Control and test busses such
as JTAG, SPI, and I2C allow the chip to control RF and front
end chips.
Silicon for the chip is available and runs at up to
800MHz per core providing more than 12 GMACs per chip.
Measured results show this chip is the most power efficient
processor in its class.
In addition to processor chips, Sandbridge also provides
reference design including boards. Figure 17 shows the
SB3010 digital board.
The development platform comes enabled with 8MB of
external SRAM, 32MB of external Flash, and 256MB of
external SDRAM. Other peripherals include USB both host
and client interfaces with “on-the-go”, AC-97 with
Microphone and S/PDIF, IrDA, UARTs, LCD, PS2, Keypad,
SD Card, MMC card, and Ethernet.

Figure 17.

CDMA-2000 RF Card Design

Figure 20.

GSM/GPRS RF Card Design

SB3010 Digital Card

It is all powered from a single 120-240V wall adaptor
and attaches to any PC or Laptop through a single USB
connection. The software that runs on the card is unmodified
from the software that executes in the simulation
environment. It is identical from a programmer’s perspective.
The Sandbridge runtime takes care of all of the
administrative chores associated with loading and executing
programs. The card can also be used stand-alone. A full
Linux suite is available on the onboard ARM with built-in
LCD controller.

RF Reference Cards
Other cards developed include WCDMA (shown in
Figure 18), CDMA-2000 (shown in Figure 19), GSM/GPRS
(shown in Figure 20), 802.11b (shown in Figure 21) and
surround sound audio (shown in Figure 22).

Figure 18.

Figure 19.

WCDMA RF Card Design

SUMMARY
Sandbridge Technologies has introduced a completely new
and scalable design methodology for implementing multiple
transmission systems on a single SDR chip. Using a unique
multithreaded architecture specifically designed to reduce
power consumption, efficient broadband communications
operations are executed on a programmable platform. The
processor uses completely interlocked instruction execution
providing software compatibility among all processors.
Because of the interlocked execution, interrupt latency is
very short. An interrupt may occur on any instruction
boundary including loads and stores; this is critical for realtime systems.
The processor is combined with a highly optimizing
vectorizing compiler with the ability to automatically analyze
programs and generate DSP instructions. The compiler also
automatically parallelizes and multithreads programs. This
obviates the need for assembly language programming and
significantly accelerates time-to-market for streaming
multimode multimedia convergence systems.

To validate our approach, we designed our own 2 Mbits/s
WCDMA, IEEE802.11b, GSM/GPRS, and GPS physical
layers. First, we designed a MATLAB implementation to
ensure conformance to the specifications. We then
implemented the algorithms in fixed point C code and
compiled them to our platform using our internally developed
tools. The executables were then simulated on our cycle
accurate simulator thereby ensuring complete logical
operation. We then execute identical object files on our
hardware. We also implemented various multimedia
standards. All programs may run concurrently on our
hardware.
In addition to the software design, we also built RF cards
for each communications system. With a complete system,
we execute RF to IF to baseband and reverse uplink
processing in our lab. Silicon is available for the SB3010
platform and our measurements confirm that our
communications and multimedia designs execute within field
conformance requirements in real time completely in
software.

TRADEMARKS: Sandbridge Technologies, Inc. ,
Sandblaster® and the SANDBRIDGE graphic logo are
registered trademarks of Sandbridge Technologies, Inc. The
names of other companies and products mentioned herein
may be the trademarks of their respective owners.
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Results based on out-of-the-box C code. C64x IDE Version 2.0.0
compiled without intrinsics using -k -q -pm -op2 -o3 -d"WMOPS=0" ml0 -mv6400 flags with results averaged over 425 frames of ETSI
supplied test vectors. C62x IDE Version 2.0.0 compiled without
intrinsics using -k -q -pm -op2 -o3 -d"WMOPS=0" -ml0 -mv6200 flags
with results averaged over 425 frames of ETSI supplied test vectors.
Starcore SC140 IDE version Code Warrior for StarCore version 1.5,
Relevant Optimization Flags (Encoder Only): scc -g -ge -be -mb -sc -O3
-Og Other: No Intrinsic Used. Results based on execution of 5 frames.
ADI Blackfin IDE Version 2.0 and Compiler version 6.1.5 compiled
without intrinsics using -O1 -ipa -DWMOPS=0 –BLACKFIN with
results averaged over 5 frames of ETSI supplied test vectors for the
encoder only portion.

